
 

My Favorite Film  
Presentation 

 
It is your turn!!! While watching a variety of films in every genre throughout the film study course, you’ve 
critiqued and written about all of them based on the elements we’ve been discussing. However, we all have 
our own tastes and our own favorites. It is your time to share.  
 
Your mission: To present your FAVORITE film to our class in an organized, informative, and creative 
way to highlight its strengths, watchability, and utter fabulousness. 
 
How: Throughout random class periods and on your own time. Class will decide the due date.  
 

Remember, if your presentation influences others in class to WANT TO WATCH your film, 
you’ve done your job!  
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Requirements:  
(a) Google Slides format 
(b) Mandatory slide topics:  

(i) Film Title/Genre page 
(ii) Some basics: your first experience with this film - where you saw it, when you saw it, how you 

felt after watching it, etc. 
(iii) Three genre-related elements and examples in the film that highlight each element 

*look up the genre for elements if it’s a genre we did not cover yet* 
(iv) 3-4 still images with explanations that you feel portray the film in some significance 

*recommended to disperse these images/explanations throughout your presentation* 
(v) A theme song/musical score (and sound clip ) if present that represents the film well with 

some analysis of its part in the film 
(vi) Awards or nominations for the film with details, years, etc. 

(vii) The top 3 reasons you like this film with adequate explanation 
(viii) One thing you might change in the film and why 

(ix) One film clip of no more than 4 minutes 
(x) Your overall reflection of this film and its significance along with your recommendation to 

other viewers - why should they watch it? What benefit will it have to them? How might it 
change their perspective or thinking on a topic or film watching in general? 

(xi) YOUR OWN SURPRISE SLIDE- Whatever you want to showcase!!!! 
(c) Presentation to the class on chosen day (TBD) 
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